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for regular expenditures)

salaries.

(paekkwanit)(Note: At the present time the salaries for the officials

All the afficials in the capital. even including the clerks and

.e~!M.~~~ogyeti't twill all be given regular

p.64. 3:25b

are extremely poor. A rank 1 officials @ets 60 s~k a year. down to a

raak 9 official who barely gets 12 sok a year. They cannot suppo~ "

themselves (on this) and customarily reCeiVe(~S o~ood (kweYU/lJ~~

from the provinces which are called chinbOng(~ ).

But it is only the high and important officials who get thiS; the

rest do not. In addition products left over from the various bureaus

are all divided up privately among the officials. and thiS is called

punla (~ ~). As for the salaries of clerks. sometimes they
have IP'

them and sometimes not. It is not the same for every bureau.

As for those that do get salaries. they might get a cloth payment

eqUivalent to 6 tu of rice per month. As------
get salaries. Therefore both clerks and

their livelihood by stealing from thepeople's goods

Because the situation has been like this. one cannot describe in words

how great the harm and evil is. We ought to take into consideration

the intentions of the ancients. and from the great officials down to the
..

clerks and slaves set and give regular salaries for all of them

:=nd allot quotas out of taxes transported to the capital (ChOSe)~~
ee the section on the salary system. And once we have sufficient

Iresources for thiS, then the present chinbong and punta can bothmb be

prohibited, and the practices of the clerks in stealing the people's
reformed

goods (~t'al) and taking bribes will all be completely eliminated.)(END NOTE)

and

highest minister of state (ky~ngdaebu) down to commoners

anybody who holds office will receive a
Superior peopl

his share (allotment). Nobles (kwija

have enough to prOVide for ancestral rituals for all t

B;::.e perso~ (inferior people. cMnia.~ will have enough to support

From. the

r

(s~in ~ L ),
I'~" ,N

;ach will have

3:26a
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of regular budget)

... 2- p1angye surok, ch~nje burok, sang

p.64, 3:26a their parents and raise their elves and children, and all will

(come from) regular salaties, and that is all. How could you allow

them to seek their needs in addition to regular salaries? It was

a regular system of the ancients to cut off payments of food

from the households of the taebu to their teachers (saksu*~~ ),
If the taebu (officials) act like thiS, then the evils of the clerks

seeking bribes naturally ought to be reformed (eliminated).

EaCh~~::U ought to set and give neceisities to official yamen

(konghae/~~. Eliminate the present evil of making demands

for funds (ChUgU~~: from the people?). (Note; Both large and

small bureaus (kaksa) all ought to set and give (expenses) for official
pillows and 12 (blading)

matters. With regard to paper,/candles, firewood, etc. in every case

calculate what needs to be taken in and determine a quota (of costs)

in rice. (subnote: As for firewood, then just calculate(what is needed)

for the petty officials office (Sangjikpang):..t~ HEND SUBNOTE)

and pay for this from the tax grains transportedto the capital (chose)
first month? (of the yr?) ~ ~

every year in the first of the three spring months (maengCh'un~~)

Each of the bureaus naturally ought to use thiS for expenses. (Subnote:

As §or pillows and bedding (P'Oji~~)' then buy it as needed

(garbled term--in accordanca with the evil buy it); and as for firewood

and torches· ( t ~t. )then call 11 in and designate purchasing

agents (Chuin~Jl- ) as is done with the present tribute article

purchasing agents (kongmul chuin).(END SUBNOTE) Once it is done like- -
this, then the present practice of the higher bureaus making demands

l
on the outer provinces for their pillows and beddiB8 and other items

ought to be first abolished. As for paper required in lawsuits,

prohibit the collection of cloth payments (kaploJ\~~), and

collect paper for official purposes in accordance with the statutory
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p.64, 3:26a pa~es (ChakCh~~) in addition to the collection of

( the~land tax and other items is even more extremely inappropriate

Land should all be abolished. In addition to thiS, firewood, torches,-
cnaddles etc. for the bureaus (kaksa) in the capital, the evil of-demanding payments of this ought all to be abolished. For details

(Note: At the

former ages by yamen

3:26b

desdription of the salary system.)(END NarE)----...._----
In general make payments for the expenses provided in

land (konghaej5/~~~ i>J •

present time the above items of the kaksa capital

bureaus that are required by them are either too little or too much

is demanded of other peo,le (to obtain them). In general all come

from unreasonable demands (on people). Those yarnen that use rice and

cloth customarily take care of them with excess rice and cloth (that

they have) to obtain· additional amounts that have not been taken into

providers. The evils practices have became regulations, and it is

yamem in charge of punishments take care (of their needs) ~ from

account. As for those yamen that receive tribute articles, xkHR
are

(these items) sk5K*Hxh8 taken care of with (%ka payment by) their

tribute articles. The tribute middlemen (pangnapcha'tt>it\~) ] {
use this (system) to exploit the people and obtain profit. Those

)

expenses).

fuel

take care of it by having their clerks

) aRK who cause evils by taking bribes.

soldiers to obtain them (the

offices (chikch' 5bang1...~
troops alloted to them or from the

exploit the

is taken from the on-duty ~

The firewood for the clerks

\ \\l
all like thiSJ:~::1,e~GesA.tB;causei4~S~like this whenever

a magistrate '~4~Yeave of h1s po..st (paesa1l ), then th~!i.t
Royal Secretariat immediately claims a "'pen debt 'l (p1ilch'ae -\,,)

and forces the magistrates to collect a cloth levy. This is a 1
t

based on established ~ p~tice. Don't officials realize this is

deplorable?)(END NOTE)
...- ..........
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salaries, regular official expenses -4- p1angye surok, ch~nje burok, sang

All expend"tures in the capital will be from regular~s
(kY6ngbi~~ ). (Note: And all regular expenses (kymgbi) in

the capital will be (from) taxes gx transported to the capital (ChOSe~~~.)
end to the resent evil of alloting expenditures (funds for them)

to the p~inces. (Note: All expenditures have their procedure and

will come from regular expenditures (kyOngbi). As for such matters

~
as horse trasnport and human (transport) labor costs, they a::o will

~ li be given payment from regular funds (kyongbi). 4bsolutely do not apportion

(these requirements) to the provinces (oeBang).)(END NOTE)

All matters in th~ capital ought to be provided for and paid

r-;or in ~ (from the) capital, but at present most :f them are paid

yI~r f by the provinces. Such matters as horse transport and human

(transport) labor costs are also customarily divided up and apportione~ d

among the ~provinces. What with going back and forth collecting
keeping it

(this stuff) and staying and waiting at ~ X8K guest quarters (hostels?),

3:27a
p.65, i¥

,

there is no limit to the evils, and bevause of thiS there is no greater

harm to the people and poison to the people4 than this.

EKpenses for i~peri~eovoys (Ch'OSa~~in the capital will

also all be purchased in the capital, and there will be no setting

(of quotas of such goods) in the provinces. (Note~ In purchasing
4

goods for official use, in ever case set a superior price (higher

than the market rice?). It ought to be the same as the regulations

for setting prices (for buying) goods for the capital bureaus (kaksa).¥

(Subnote: That is, the price thatis~ven to the purchasing agent

(ChUin~~»(END SUBNOTE) Only after it is done like this will

(people) compete to bring the goods, and will there be no difficulty

in purchasing them. (i.e.--high prices will attract sellers) If it

is not done like thiS, then there might be fear of shortage (lack of......
items) and the production of evils among the people. In general

the (bureau) officials (yusa~~ ) know about making payments for expenses
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p.65, 3:27a from reserves in their treasuries and when they have a shortage

for their needs. The provincial govenoors live off the adm. districts.

J

l The prnvincial anay nnd nav1..c ......nders (py~ngsa. susa) and their

assistants (ch ' &1sa, manho~i~I.p) release the duty soldiers

(from duty) and collect cloth to prJvide for their needs. The

post-station officials (Chlalbang~~)make collec8~ons from

the post station workers (Y~kChOl~~ to provide for their ex~enses.

Each of them makes his own col~ects and there is no order to the amount.

and clerksprovinces (0

the prwinces.)(END NOTE)

ng kwnnw~n4\-1)'kt~)

. ements to the rovinces causes great haDn

also are all to be given re ular salaries.

rovincial officials have regularl~

The magistrates collect irregular levies from the people ~y-
$lip

Offtcials in the

slaves (iyetI "
salaries.

before their eyes they Can be stingy, but they do not realize that

to the people and serious injury to the roots of the state. People

who plan for the state must realize this idea eod be careful not--AVf (

to compete for profit with the people and divide up and set (requirements

F

allotting ex e

for their expenses) in

(Note: At the present time

l

(official) slaves ~is~, pogye),-
in the 8 areas none ch stealsto live on

of his jurisdiction to

Even in the case of

from the

provide for his expenses. And like in the capital this is the reaon
why with regard to all

wuu the people of the whole country luI¥HlX\HlliDqpXJUlIlXI(uu:IlXlIIIa!I~rJlI

S1JIB1aIimctUmll'UPaWXHB¥x there is no place that does not suffer ham.

We ought to take into consideration the intention of the ancients

and from the highest and lowest regular officials (kwan~n) do\Vin to the

clerks and slaves give re ular salaries to all of them and take

(these expenses) out of the regular funds (ky~ngbi) in each place

in order to pay the amounts. See my discussion on the salary system•.

Once it is donei like thiS, then the former evils will be eliminated

and absolutely ref> Ot'lDed' and the articles needed for
offiCial expenses
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salaries, regular official expo ~6. p1angye surok, ch~nje hurok, sang

will also all have fixed amounts and will be purchased according to

standard regulations, and there will be no dividing up (expenses)

and alloting them among the people.)(END NOTE)

(!ulgoklsaid: The magistrates (chaetlpcha ) of ancient

times had regular salaries sufficient to feed them, and they divided
•

up the surplus among their relatives. They saw how much they received

in order to diminish

j;.)\~~ l.

imbalances (between surplus and shortage? chae hwalhyop

At present it is not like this. The magistrates-

Shun) \vas

by the state).

have no regular salaries. The rice and other things under the control

of the officials is all the products of the state (owned

Even "hen pO-i~i~ oman in charge of rites under ElDp

a high minister he did not use state goods for private pgrposes, so

that he had no (food) to smear his mouth with. The problem is that

'" our state laws are not well made. Therefore the princely man (kunja)

has difficulty in keeping the law and avarice abounds in excess

and great extremes.- OUtside of state taxes there should be no

-

3:38a

\

othe.::. types of levis¥XXkU that cause the people not to be able

to endure the situation. Make it like this.

He also said: At the present time all the official puraue

xk&tx things for themselves without regulation. The clerks con ire
..

to manipul4te things, so that if even one clerk or slave has the...
slightest (area) under his jurisdiction, ~¥K he takes

advantage of the situation to steal. ThiS is an evil that truly will

confuse goverrunent and destroy the state. But i~iert ti~

officials and clerks all had regular salaries and received food

~ from (the emperor) above. The clerks of the present time all have- -no salaries. If they don't steal (from the pe~~e), they have

no way to sustain their liva ihood. This is also because the

II systems of the state are not well prOVided for. The demanding of

bribes by the clerks must be thorougly stopped, and in place of

thiS we must provide them with sustenance.
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p.65, 3:28a Provide expenses for all official yarnen (konghae) to provincial

official offices. (kWanSa~~). (Note: Such thing as paper,
pillows (furniture) ~ funds

and bedding for official purposes), and provide costs for the

various items. (Note: see the section on the salary system., Use

I the tax funds kept on hand ()'Use'~}o~...ke payments. Ai: do

the same for expenses of petty officials and guests.)(END NOTE)

Each adm. district will provide expenses for

passing through on business) and guests (sagaek-
(officials

). (Note:

j

Set quotas in accordance with whether it is a large or small route

and with whether the costs are complicated or simple and make payment.

For details see my discussion on the salary system. For such costs

as for imperial envoyes proceeding to pay court at the capital,

envoys visitingneighboring countries (Japan?), those coming from

foreign countries, make separate deductions for them.)(END NOTE)

All provincial expenses will be (DBa paid for) from regular

funds (k ongbi). (Note: All regular funds in the provinces will be

(spent from) tax funds on hand (~~1>)(END NCffE) E~e
present evils of demanding levies from the people. (Note: In general

there are standard regulations for all expenditures which will be

paid from regular funds (ky~ gbi) according to standard procedure.

If there should be some other requirements then all of them will

be accounted for and deducted as in providing for horse and human

transportation costs etc. And also these payments will be

paid for out of regular funds (ky~ngbi), and they will not be

divided up and apportioned among the people. Except in the case

of such matters as ch~n'&Wan~~ :2). then labor service

will be tequired of the hanhO(Vi\J' :idle households) in accordance

with regulations. As for horse transport costs, iRxaxhBaK the-
limit on weight will be 200 kQn per horse. load. (Subnote: Basically

h id be like this, but at the present time the scales are heavJ?it s ou
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p.65, 3:28h-b and do not practice (use?) cash. (?) At the present time we ought

to set (the limit) at 160 kQn and wait for a correct scale that

uses cash2 (?) (ebOngcb' in haengjOnl ~~t\ l. HEND SUBN(JrE)

","~,.,~
(Note: At the present time the price fo~horse transport ~

[

(swaemagaltllf 16 ) has been set at a superior ~rice (iwi ujongil,~I),rr ~ .Jt Th1S is because "...
but the people do not happily go along with it. jibe officials customarily

make the load heavy (heavier than noonal) and call it one horse load,-
but in fact it is two. Therefore they record by force those people

in t he Village that have horses and force them to load them (with

cargo). There is no end to this evil. We cannot help but clart£y

and determine standard practice for hanging scales (hYbnChling'~
and (? xlot"ll cb' inggQp?~~%. ). :It.

(Note: At the present :ime the regulation for ChOnlgWan(,\~\~:l
in each adm. district (Qp) is that punishment is given for failure to

transport (taxes? tribute?i messages?). It would seem that there also

be no obstacle to (using) thiS.

)

)

(Note: According to the preeent taedong regulations (taedong samok)

all related mise labor service (chabyok) is included in it, but the

~so-calle~bomaem:(~~~~ ) as beiore will be collected

from the people's households. In general, tigers are captured in order

to eliminate harm from the people, but at the present time every adm.
is allocated

district Ht¥iBBsXKfXK5BxK**BK8*BX (a quota of) tiger skins, perhaps

2 or 3 per disdrict (up). Every year at regular periods there is

pressure for payment of the skins and the (4is~rict) families have

to pay a rice price (kami\~_~,- lefor the equivalent of cost of

the skins). EVen though each district catches and pays tigers

and leopards (hopoYOIfl~). the higher agencies also in many cases

reject them for being too small (in SiZe),~ it is necessary to

collect an eqUivalent levy (instead) (ka ~-~). It was sought to
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p.65, 3 :28b

p.66, 3:29a

save the people from harm, but H we succeeded in (chllltIII )bringing

harm to the people. How could this have been the original intention

of the law? Just order each village (hyangni) to HsxaHtishxK set up

Ki~ a trap (kij~n~~) and try to cathh tigers and leopards

and let it be fora their own benefit, and do not have the officials

collect them. If a provincial military commander of magistrate

orders the troops out to surround and capture them, then recommend

rewarding that offici~ (Subnote: If it is not a strange, bad animal,
(the off.)

then you may not promote him in rank; just give him a reward in rice

or cloth, together with his troops), but do not have the skins paid

to the government. If there are tigers and leopards running around

and the village does not set up a trap, and the regular offitials

do not surround and capture them, then mete out serious punishments

for all. As for tiger and leopard skins UK. for official use in
should pay

normal times, then the appropriate agency pays a price and buys them.

It ought to be like this.) (END NOTE)

~ For
~ /All the above various payments, 1/3 will be in cash. (Note: Everything

will be like this from the payments for royal necessities down to

the ~~es for regular officials (kWanwan'Y'~l. clerks and slaves

(iye~ and all expenditures. If there is~ several

~ of rice (that has to be paid), then it will be paid in 2 parts rice
several plil of ~

and 1 part cash. If xamR cotton cloth have to be paid, then it will be

i paid in 2 parts cotton cloth and 1 part cash. Also at the time when

taxes are collect, 1/3 w~be paid in Bash. This then can be done

Z\ after (haengj~n~1 ~ cash is minted? put into circulation?

Ladopted for use? authorized for use?).

If there happens to be a famine, the all kinds of disbursements-
will be reduced by 20%. (Note: ThiS will apply to all disbursemenets

--::::-
including payments for royal needs down to salaries for regular officials
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p.66, 3:29a and clerks and slaves. Make a total calculation of the amount of

taxes, if 601. or less (of the usual amount is collected), then
(mag.) he will

declare it a famine. In the case of chu or kun, then/declare it for

the whole district (up). In the case of the provincial governor,
they (can)

provo army or navy commanders' yamen, then/declare it for the whole

province. And the court can declare it for the whole nation.

If it is a great (famine?) with no (taxes?), then make further

reductions in accordance with the circumstances.)(END NOTE)

Expenditures both large and small in the

have all been fixed and~ have

capital and provinces
rest raints .IJ:-IfU II

their checks (che~~1i~).

There ~annot be even the slightest additional levy on the p~ple

outside of regular taxes (ky~ngSe~~~~. Violators \~ll be

indicted for the crime of "breaking the law" (Wangbnp~~).
(Note:~ There definitely are laws dealing with people who collect

once
Kxtxa irregular taxes. Moreover if/each official pays a superior price

(on the market) for the goods he needs, then eadh official oqght to embody

these intentions and see to it that no harm is done either to official

or private (interests). But at the present time there might be those
(clerks & slaves) buy the goods form them

who pay a cheap price and force (ma~) to BHttx~xXkiiXiikXkki

(at a cheap price), so that the clerks and slaves do not avoid demanding

bribes from the people in order to fulfilli: (the demands on them). This

is to force payment from the clerks who squeeze the people for it
•-and misappropriate the funds (supposed to be used for the purchase of

).

reported

unishedAnybody who acts like this should beofficial goods).

severely.)(END NOTE)

3:29b ~ChOng'am(~'t:Cho Kwang-jo

rQ...... WfJ/I:. King Chungjong: If a man is able to

~ S~. have no private (desires, feelings). (

~
\~he administration of Songjong's reign was most ~enient and humane.

lS Even the crime of embezz lement (kanjang'tf_) was Sreated lenient¥y.

~(BUt) the practice of bribery began at this time. (j!!!)
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During Sej ong 's reig:.such officials like the Dlanho(1f;r )
were also all aU honest (~ :~) and mutually respectful. Onel=if .!1t
can see xhKX whether the practices of the ~ (scholars) is correct

or not (aj~ng~~ if-.), and \V'hether the way of..gog;uernment is gXKXX

~U"~x f\oUrishing or declining (oryung~ EXHXiRexaKIm

~ depends on this. Even though these evils have

court, then the people will know what to fear and each of them will

oreover as for the practice of(in line).keep himself well

relatives and friends making gifts and bequeathals to one another,

still not became serious at the present time, they must be strictly
violator

controleed. If the slightest violation is not allowed to stand at

even though it is not to be compared 'nth bribery, still you also should

prevent them from making private requests of one another (isa sanggan

Li~.t ), 'then the way (to recti£y) the world (Sedot.~ will

naturally be clear and bright.

government affairs continued to be handled on the basis of authority

for~ meeting (the kin IS) requirements. Therefore all efforts

desires. After that this continued to go on without change and-

country, 'ole have taxes (se) and 'l
are light while the tribute (kOng~

forefathers excpenses were kept

..In the institutions of this

•
tribute (kong), but the taxes (se)

is heav. But at the court of our

':.~ )were made (sorlQi ~ to set additional (amounts) to meet (his)

simple (kanyak, small), and there was order to ~llUUIlitkll ,,,hat

Lw;s taken from the :'0 leo From the middle of 'rrlnsan(guo) 's reigo,

eppenditures expanded and regular tribute was not sufficient to provide

-
and corru t·on. The lower clerks took bribes and controlled the ledgers,

~ and the evils of pangoap todllng:~~IJ~middlem": tribute \

machinations and squeeze) grew by the day and deepened by the month.
(amt?) ,n Lt

Regular taxes (se) grew lighter (note: the land tax (ch~nlgY01~~~ ). ~

was not clear and much of ita was dro ped (from registration, so it was

like this) while tribu~t~e~~~~~t~axes)gradually became heavier.
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p.66, 3~30a In general when there was some matter again they alloted (tribute payments)

in accordance with the matter, so that tribute goods and misc. labor
t

service (kongmul chaby~k) fl~ished and became heavier, and all
,..---

the people fled from service and none were able to support their

live lihood.

(
.I: :'f,.beginning of :5njO~S reign, the prime minister, Yi Chunlgy5ng

:~~I~ ) recommended that this evil be abolished, but it

was not carried nut. After this, the Ch'anS5Dg('t4: l, Yi Hilif)
submitted a recommendation in which he proposed the reform of the

tribute ledgers (kong 'an ~~l' but it was never put into practice.

Yn ~ng~::::~':~~li,:n:::::::n::dl:::t(;::::~: ::ea:::::h::nister

and be converted to rice (t~xes) (changmi1~~) and that (articles-required) be purchased (with rise) stored¥ in the capital. (Note: During

the war in 1592-3 the country was in confusion and it was calculated

that there was no way to get food for the soldiers. pM Yu then

requested that the tribute articles be changed and that payment

be made in rice in order to save the people from what was plaguing

them and provide for food for the army. His memorial stated: Even though

r3trestoration from the troubles of war depend on having sufficient soldiers

~ and food, ittx~ depends even more on obtaining the

(support of) the eo ee. The root of obtaining (the support of) the

minds of the people canobt be sought elsewhere than in lightening

misc. labor service and taxes (yo, pu1it~, and that is all there

is to it. The nation1s land tax should be lowered to 10%. As for

BXXX irregular levies such as tribu~e articles, ChinSang(~~ ),

and all kinds of local products, there have been extremely many things

-
that are demanded (from the people), but at the time that the tribute

and fairly distr.
(sys~ Am&Mraf provided for it was not made equal and uniform/on the

J ~he amounts (due) from each district was not
basis of land (possessed). !
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...
p.66, 3;30b standardized. Thefefore the price (cost, ka1~ )of tribute items

due from 1 kyol of land might have been either 1 tu or 2 tu of rice,..
or it could have been (as much as) 7 or 8 tu, or as much as 10 tu.,

so that the service (tax) burdens on the eople were not equal. If you add

it had been in practice for a long time people became more practiced

in deceit and the evils multipl2dd by the 10,000s and thousands. If at-..
the present time we do not change'it, then the livelihood of the people

bill be such that they will have even less hope of sustaining

~ themselves, and there will be no way for the state to acu~late reserves.

I always feel when considering (the lProblem of) tribute that we aught

to calculate the total amount of tribute artticles required from one

province and also calculate the total amount of land (ch~n'gybl) in a

province, and adjust the figures and make it uniform, cut dOvm

where it is too much and add where it is too little, and. no matter

whether the district is large or small,but in every case

make it uniform. If in district A there is a tax of 1 tu per ky~l, then

in district Band C, they should also pay 1 tu. If XK 2 tu, then also all

(districts) should pay 2 tu. If it is like this, then the strength

of the people \.;i11 be equal and fair
-

paid (in taxes) will be uniform. The

(kyunpIYl)ng~~l ) and \ffiat is

price (kail) for XJ; local

goods will also be

in accordance with thiS~
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p.66, 3:30b

p.67, 3:31a

mad~ equal in either cloth, or rice or beans, and the amount of

local products to be paid from one province in one year will be

allotted in accordance with (the amount of ) land (ch~nlgybl).

(And the rate) on every kyM will be no more than a amall amount

like a snng or hap, so that the people will not realize that they

have local XrX»axB products (tribute requirement). The chinsang

(royal tribute) will also be like this. For all of it rice and beans...
will be paid. Collections in Ch~lla province will be made at the

. · ·"14 k
p~pscngchlang(ill ~/~ ) in Kunsanj collections in Ch1ungch1bng

provin.;:e Wik:,e roade at the Asanch'ang(1\.4.;" )and Kahllngch'ang

(~~ '~ ); collecti ns in Kangw~n province will he made at

the HilngWbnCh'ang(~1v;'" IJ..?- Co~ctions in Hwanghae proVi;e k

will be made at the Kdmgokch'ang( I~ '.t. 'f'" l and Chol1PCh'ang(Pb~"...
collections in Ky~ngsang province will ZK be put off until that

province has recovered somewhat and will be redeived in that province

for food for the soldiers. Collections in HamgyCng and plYOnglan provinces

will be kept on reserve in those prvvinces, but the rice and beans of

the (above mentioned) xix 5 provinces will all be transported to the

capital granaries. With regard to the trhbute products (kongmul) of

the capital bureaus (kaksal, and the local products (pangmul~~
and royal tribute (ChinSang~~. set a price for the products

that is uniform, and use the regulations for setting cotton prices

llliliDl in the supervision of ramie cloth offerings and have the

officials (yusa~Q ) buy ( the needed items).

But if there is not enough military materiel and there is a matter

of state requiring separate tax leVies, then calculate the amount of

tribute goods (kongmul) and royal tribute (chinsang) and made reductions

(from them), but as forx the rice and beans that are stored in the

warehouses, do not bother to exchange them (convert one to the other,

rice to articles), but take the surplus.

)
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p.67, 3:31a

~M1~t ift'
t'\iN~

.~

(Iu) also said: I have heard that the Imperial Court (Huang-chiao

t. iR ~e Ming dynasty) hxx does not have provincial royal tribute
......-

offerings (oebang chinsang). It is only thet silver is collected

f~ ~e 13 provinces and given to the KUang-~U-sSU(~~~ ).

All products presented to the throne are purchased and used. If there

is need (for goods) for special use, then there is a special order

that (the ~peror) cut down on his consumption and use the value of

it in silver (so saved). therefore the people in the distant

areas do not know of the labor of loading and transporting (tribute

items), and all the products of the artisans in the four~ quarters

are gathered together in the capital like 4"1*). ~en:ver
they want something, they are never unable to get it, and the

capital grows welathier by the day, and the people in the fields are

content and secure in their occupations. This is the best way to

establish a law. Our country ought to X$HlDPXJlSDl8JDllllBiduat adopt this

method. Therefore have the chinsang and other matters all be

~ in accordance with old (practice) and just convert tribute article

~ l.payments from those in kind to rice payments (Changmi1~~ ) and

evils of tribute articles in our country every

involved with this. How would the throne also not have heard that

It is

one says that whether the state is preserved or perishes is really

.. local products tribute at the beginning was well regulated.

~~ have (the articles) purchased in the capital.)(EIID NOTE)
•..d\ ~ ~ ~,A,,4w~
~. ~~ But not long after . abolished. l,oJhen Kwanghae(gun)

~ first came to the throne, ".t~Ch'''i'fii*\\. ) of the Ministry

paek-kYOm(~i'J ~ ,) submitted a memorial (sangso),

not just today that it has been a plague on the people; it has

been going on for a long time and has frequently given rise to eVils.
(coins 'l)

For one kw~nls worth of paper, 10 gold/is still not sufficient to

offer (in tribute); for 1 piece of fur, 10 oxen is still not sufficient
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a situation will come about where the land will

(growth?) will be rare 1£" ), and where

good (men) IOU still won't be able to do anything

3:3p.6j 67 to compensate for the value. And down t 0 the present time it

has reached the vital organs (komaog~~ :region below the heart).

If at this time we do not change (it) and penetrate throu h ( yon i t'ongji

~~~.then
~ be destroyed and the

;;.ro1· \ even though you have

---about it. B ck in the urmi year period (1595) the prime minister,
Yu SOng-yong had deep knowledge of these evils and aboli~hed triButev

{

and,conv::ted it to rice (taxes) to use for obtainin miscellaneous

articles. Everything was bou~ht in accordance with market prices,

----and whatever was left over was used to supplement (purchase of) military

provisions. His intention \-las nothing but good, but the method \Vas

not completely good, and there were many who resented it and few who- -
liked it. In the end it got to the point where there was no retreat

(n::'turnilio turniog of the h"'~~~ and it was _bolished

(""an p.aeJjt. Now that we have this opportunity, if we do not

carry out a refonn, I believe that the plagues on the people at

3:32a

present ,...ill be painfuL. This law (should) be applied throughout the

eight prvvinces witho~H question of near or far, and every kyol of

V land will provide (pay taxes of) 2 tu, and it will be transported to the

capital. Local tribute ~roducts both large and small will all be

stopped (abolished). As for the districts along the seaooast, since

they will transport (their rice?) on ship to the capital, how could

2 tu of riceh~ not be a light (tax)? In the case

of districts in the mountains and far off along rivers, then the

costs of transSiipping to ports will be 3 times the original amount

(of tax), and therefore the mountain people would resent this.

As for goods that are used, if this Ministry (of Taxation) personally

buys and sells (goods), it will be the same as merchants, and it

will be able to cut the prices (6f goods that it purchases?), so that
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Atresent it.

unexpected need

the capital

to(mulhwa) 11# not

(Sij~n~~ will

since our return to

the pepple in the market shops
q)tL$

this time it~ not~ong

(after Hideyoshi's invasion?), and commodities
v/~5

yet XEE been gathered (there). If there~ an

p.67, 3:32a

met ing and the market shops (sij~n) cannot obtain them, then

choice but to set up spe ia1 allocations from the

pl wu-( reeent
a

t double taxation and the clerks
~ F J;a-i<. JO '(J;

I

~eget~e~r~e~~:ei:;e:::o:~:t::::l:.:::::n:st::c::::n:"':t. ~~e~r~e~~--
will be no way (for the clerks) to earn profits through pangnap(~~~:
acting as tribute brokers), and there~wll be no way for the clerks l"l'
to work their deCei~~Ywill loof-lor loopholes? (~P.l\i~lJ.)
and definitely wan~to destroy the law, after which X%~mKiXX

xx they will stop. (They will only stop tYhen they have destroyed the3:32b

latv). If those in charge it out even

more according to \'lhat is just, then I believe that the harm from
~

JtuVlDriliD8xt (converting tribute ~ to a rice taX?~ tm: worse than

the evils associated with tribUte taxation, and in order to obtain

(goods) in an emergency, XR we ~dll perhaps rely on those whoact

as tribute middlemen (pangnap) and leave things to their corruption,

and there will be no way to check them. Alas! hotv could there be

any limit to the desire for profit and (t~)I lIIluu<xs:lm

skiilRmiJRX8lDlmpxtl_Dxrilsm.lUllxp'~tll"EJllEJB:~inanXmximmamxnR"mt¥
t

(Unfortunately this is close to a situation where the skin is all gone

11 It~tfP t ~J~'fit1t~ire:~ hair to be attached.

The purpose of people in charge of affairs at this time lies

\ exclusively in obtaining large amounts (of taxes?) and (using) the

LsurPlus for subsidizing military provisions, but they are not giving

deep thought to the matter of equalizing the people's (burdens of) labor

J
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p.67, 3:32b service (taxes). Tlis is the reason why they are restrained on right- It seems like
and left and in the end they cannot carry it out.m tf at the present
we are dopting
x~ap1t their intentions but~~ are going against

the facts (of the situation). If (?W~ )there are grades

(established in accordance with) the dist~e of the port (from which

the goods are transshipped to the capital), it is not necessary to

stick (to the figure) of 2 tu (per~ kyol). For distances by

sea requiring 2 days or more (for transport), then we can also

allow (payment) by conversion of rice to cloth. If everything is

made uniform in accordance with exaemamxG*mtIDEMXt, the heaviness

or lightness (of the tax) and the ease or difttculty (involved), then

how could there be displeasure? For all goods we could prOVide

) to buy and send (goods) (according to)

what is needed for the performance of rites or what is necessary

for the king1s needs (sangbang~~ ) XXEm by requesting its

payment in the capital, then you can calculate and deduct the f value

profits (in the transaction), then how would there be any displeasure?

If among these (requirements~) it should be difficult to obtain

where xaexe those (goods) are (located), and to take their O\Yn

va price better than the mat:k~ pIi __~_=~

:::r:e:::e:'::i::ei:r:::::gm:d::-.::r c::~::: :::U::e~~~-:::w
that there is a uniform and fixed law and have them act as inte~diaries
(brokers~'lll~,,,,,,,,,,,,,

p.68, 3:33a

of the product either in rice or cloth and have it paid (to the throne)

(sangnap) in kind. Then the estimate of the expansion or contraction

(of the amounts reqUired) will only depend on haVing officials who

are able to handle matters. And the taxes on the people will be

~ appropriate and levied equally, and you can avoid the evils involved

in raising and lowering (taxes?) and xm (differences) in ease or

difficulty. How WDuld anything not be convenient, and also how would
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p.6S, 3 :33a

3:33b

there be anything that could not be a carried out?

(saha?~ ;in implementing this?), the Chief State Councilor

in the Myodang (State Council!), Yi \~n-ik(~~~) in the detailed

regulations (of the taedong system) established ~e Taedon

(*-\~ 11 )(:that is, the S~nhyech'ong~ ~, ),

and first tried out the method (law) in KyOnggi province. A rice

tax of 16 tu/kyOl was collected irrespective of whether the (CDOp) year

was high, middle or low. (Note: It was collected twice a year in

the spring and fall), and it was transported to the capital. Such

things as tribute articles (kongmul), royal tribute (chinsang) and

xx yamen salaries in the districts and horse transportation costs

in the capital (kyongswaema1.~, I!J ) tvere all included in this.-
And by the present time the peo~le of Ky~nggi have somewhat been able

•
to preserve their existence by relying on this (method). (Note:

Fo~erly it was only the value of the tribute articles (that was

replaced by a land tax), therefore (the rate was) 1 ~/kyol, but

in this case tribute, chinsang, and all miscellaneous labor service

(associated with tribute payment and transport) was included in it, so

hat (the tate was set at ) 16 tu/kyOl)(END NOTE)

At the beginning of Hyo;ong1s reign (1649-59), the 2nd S.C.

Kim YUk(~~ ) also requested the implementation of the taedongb~p,'- 1:'f' The law
and there were many with different opinions at court. iX was only

carried out in ChlungchlOng province, and in general the regulations

were the same as those for the x 'onhye(ch1ong), but in the interval

many new regulation were added (to the old law). (Note: At present
1 volume (kwbn) of

we have/ the tegu lations f or the taedong law (taedong samok) as

determined by Kim Yuk, and there are many of these regulations that

are not yet completely (taken care of).)(END NOTE) (The rate was set)

at 10 tu of rice per.kyol, and thor
~ e were to be

no other leVies beSides this.
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p.68, 3:33b The people were extremely satisfied with it. In the last years

(of tiyojong1s reign), Kim Yuk also requested that (the law) be

extended to Cholla province, but because many offici&s at court
r'-

~ did not want it it was only carried out in districts along the seacoast.

As for the test (of the province) it still could not be implemented.

(Note: The tax rate in Cholla province was 13 tu/kyol in rice.)(END NOTE)-
~ This constitutes the eetails (of the history) of the taedongb~p at

the present time. (Note: The fact that there are differences in

(the tax rate for the taedong l~w) in Ch'ungchl~ng and Chol1a provinces

~ meant that this (law) could not be carried out equally

throughout the country. This was because there were light and heavy

(different levies) of tribute in each of the provinces formerly.

r Because in Kyonggi province there was more land that e&caped (re~stration)

l therefore the tax rate in rice was even h~ier )(END NOTE)

3:34a If in general you talks about what is different between the

so-called taedongbop and the present taxation regulations, then

(you could say) that the taedong law calls for £at~-
"RKmxmthK*~BXHs¥ setting the uota of (tay.es) on the basis of

rice and

~~n~~)
the

a calculation of what is needed collecting it in

having the court regulate expendituresY)'BaSiC
--------- /1

are on the contrary light (lighter), but they al:e collected from

people in accordance with the situation (need), and there is no

fixed limit (to it). /ThiS is the regulation at the present (for
• L---

taxation) •

is in a stateAt the present time the land system (chonj ong

of confusion. An area of 10,000 kyol is left to the clerks to steal

and expopriate at will, and the rna istrates also customarily

privately (illegally) hide x it (from registrati

what is commonly called "hid8en land" (iln'gy~l

outset (beginning), the land system was not c1ea
v _
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p.68, 3:34a

3:34b

difficult to investigate the true facts. Therefore, if among the

corrupt clerks you happened to have some like this, then when the state

required taxes (labor service) there was no regular ~«x¥x control,

so that you had hidden land (un'gy~l), where (officials) privately

~ on their o\Yn divided up and collected (taxes). Only after this

BiBxXka were the people able to obtain a small amount of leniency, so

that even those clerks one might call good, also did not avoid thiS

(practice).)(END NOTE) \~at was collected from regular levies was

not what (should have been),»Xix8 provided by 1,000 ky~l, and whenever

there was some matter in all cases there were separate (special) levies
A

on the people, as at the present time when you have some matter that

requires the expenditure of 100 p'il, then they do their best to

distribute that 100 plil (of taxes) among the provinces. (Note: It

is not necessary to calculate every single matter (case). In accordance

with (the amount of) land, whenever some matter occurs, immediately

they do their best to divide up and allot (the tax reqUirements) and

for that reason there are no standards for how heavy(the taxes should

be), and customarily there are tremendous differences in the burdens

throughout XBa all areas.)(END NOTE) Also each province does its

best to divide up and allot (reqUirements) among the adm. districts,

and the administrative districts also allot and collect (them) from the

people. (The request) comes from the court and (is leVied on) the

,~ ~and then from

~ Each level in

prOVinces; then it comes from the prvoinces and (is levied on.

distributed among) the adm. districts; then it comes from the adm.

(is distributed among) the household heads (hoju ~ ~ )j

thea household heads to the peasants (ch~nbu~ ~ ).
(by raising the tax requirements)

the interval increases its profit (surplus), and

from timeX to time practices corruption and there ate all kinds of

evils. (Note: The reason why at each level the quota m is raised is because
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p.68, 3:34b the allotments of (tribute) goods have no regular quotas and no

regular procedure, and the people do not know what the basic quota

is, therefore corrupt (clerks, officials) take advantage of the.--
situation to collect more than is required arbitrarily (on their

own authority). Also there ase leftover (surplus) amounts every time

that (the taxes) are transported and paid. Only then can they

inspect and reject (tribute offerings) and provide for wastage losses.

[

So that even though the clerks are not corrupt, they also have no choice

but to collect more (in taxes than is due). Once the situation

is like this, then from time to time everybody engages in corruption.

ThiS is why illegal surplus levies are gradually increasemg and

subsequently give rise to evils without limit.)(END NOTE)

If you make a total calculation of the epxenses that the

people (have to pay for), then it is no less than several hundred
r- ...

thousand~ (2-&~aa8300,000). For even the smallest matter, all-
of the people of the eight ax regions have to suffer theE~

confUsion (difficulty). The heads of household in all the eight regions

all have to run around (trying to get tribute? to pay as taxes); and

the officials of every district all have to go back and forth. The

bother of (making out) documents, and the confUsion (trouble) of

chasing after and dunning ( eo le for tax payments), and the bast

extent of bribery are so great that they cannot be described in words.

And in the end what the court ets for its needs stop at 100 plil of

V cotton (cloth All matters (are done) like this.

p.69, 3:35a Other matters are also like this. Today it is like thiS, and

tomorrow it will also be like this. ThiS is whty the common people

~ have no time to est, and accordingly the minds of the people get

more confused by the day, and corruption and evil tHExmKmemxkJ gets

worse by the da. ThiS is why the salaries of the regular officials

are very small, but ~ifitmX8tK what the officials need for.
there wherewithal for the most part retxRKXSR depends on their reliance

\
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p.69, 3:35a on official (office, matters) in order to take care of their private

~ affairs. None of the clerks have any salaires provided for them,-but what the cler~ have to eat completely depends on their practicing

corruption and seeking bribes. This why from the regular officials

down to the clerks the people who are honest are poor and cannot

~support themselves, and the covetous and selfish XH£XRxSH get wealthier

t--bY the day. The m~t honest are in even worse straights (straits),

( , and the most covetous are even richer and more EmB%KKk satisfied•
.", f

This is why the base-minded people who become magistrates always say

that they don't want to »8 remain as a magistr~~ six years; they only

want imxxaXK once to entertain? (wait fOr?~~~imperial (royal)

envoy_ (??)¥ If customs (p'ungsok) are like this, then law and

institutions (are also?) like this. If the hann is as bad as this

but you want to implement the taedong (system),(Note: That is, the regulations
.-

for the present taedong system also call for calculation of expenditures

in order to detennine revenues (income). Moreover EkexBxXs in many

cases there is not enough (collected?). But in collecting (taxes)

from the people, it still has a fixed system.)(END NOTE) then

the officials at court (~~ft'ita~y that the taedong

(system) cannot be done. If you want to carry out a land survey,
,..-.

then they all say that a land survey ought not to be done. Alas!

They do not want the state to have an established system E (ch~ngjd~')

they only want there to be no fixed quotas.

and delude the ignorant, then they do not

make it their duty to take responsibility for the country (or: t~ey

do not act righteously and turn their backs on the country. pur'tli

PUgUk~~1fl~). and this is very~ e~treme (the way they

do not fulfill their duty). Since they are clerks and slaves who

engage in tribute middlemen activites (pangnap) to obtain profits,

then how is it sufficient to punish them?
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p.69, 3:35b (Note) A certain provincial governor and a certain magistrate
public

once openly donducted a/discussion on blocking the taedong (system),
but
xaH (I) heard what they had to say privately (to one another), The

governor said: I'Not carrying out the taedong s'yst~ in your district

(kun'np~" ) is J~f~i~e 0 my ere::'? i~'ft.
). The magistrate responded: not carrying out the taedong

system in the district~s your hOnOr'S(SadO~virtue (to

your honor's credit).~ If the taedong system were put into practice,

the magistrates would have no place to put their hands and feet

(no.thing to rely on for income?).11

Alas! what is called having a place to put your hands and

feet~-I don't know whether the purpose of it is to beaeift the SaXK~

state and the people, or whether it is to benefit one's private

interests in accordance with one's desires. If it really were to

benefit the state and people, then it should be the ardent desire

of the magistrate that the state have regular taxation and that the

officials have regular salaries. In governing the people, does the

obligation (that an official has) to expend all his efforts to put

them at ease depend on the fact that he (might) have no place to

"put his hands and feet" (ho source of squeeze for income)? If

it really depends on his taking care of his private interests and

desires, then these people are those who do harm to the people

(- mojOk:at.~ grubs which eat grain--injurious per sons).

For based-minded persons to benefit b fattening themselves, and for

lawless elements in the state to ether with corrupt officials to

seek their ow prof"t and delig t ~ i~-·~~~~~this any different

than if there were a rebellion within the state? Kingly laws

cannot tolerate (this). Never.,theless those people usually have

reputations as famous scholars, but you also have people that

the times have hopes in. But it has been a lon time that the

age has d~clined and the way has become small, and the minds of the
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p.69, 3:35b the sadaebu (scholars and officials) have been sunken. Therefore

in all matters (people) usually delight in them (the corrupt ones)

5
and desp~e these (the good ones). rely on them (the bad ones) and

00 not rely on these (the good ones). Mencius in talking about the

well-field system said tha~ the feudal lords (chu-h8u) despised

what harmed themselves, but everybody (else) left their domiciles.

He also said that tyrannical rulers and corrupt officials necessarily

were slow in (dealing with) the land boundaries. One can see from

this XHxx the distinction between virtue and profit, and public

and private (interests). At all times they are mutually opposed

(contradictory). (END NOTE)

Some might say that it is really an excellent thing to

establish a law that regulates expenditures on the bases of regular

taxes (kybngse cheyongatt~¥it\~ ). It is only that if the

sa.laries of rggular officials are added on to (vlhat they get at)

present, and if all the clerks and slaves in the capital and provinces

are prOVided with sala" es, and if all expenditures are prOVided

from regular funds (ky~ngbi~l l,. then won't the taxes on the

people be heavier?~ say to this that the sa.laries of the officials

at present are low and the clerks and slaves have no fXaKx su port,
, -

but still many people spend more than is their due.~ do

they really eat (obtain their wealth) by cultivating 'their own lands?

In general the material in the world all comes from the people. It

add the state well governed. If it is not like this, then there is

taxes are heavy, the people are in difficulty and the state is in

confusion. Even though everything comes from the people, still

o and steal. Thereforee tno order to affairs and peo le

share. Therefore taxes are made equal, and the people are harmonious-

is only by those above establishing regulations for controlling it

I that the right thing is done in affairs and each s secure in his
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it is ~ghted (plans) that obtains advantages for both ends

3:36b (both the state and the people?).

Moreover the basic (purpose) of the ruler and his ministers

Iis t. govern the people, but the basic reason for establishing ~

clerks and (official) slaves is to help out with affairs (S~ngS~c.~ ).

Therefore all of them obtain their food from the people. vJhat

harm is there if you set up officials to govern the people and

establish clerks to take charge of affairs? What harm is there if

when officials are insufficienJy to provide for what ought to be done

you (establish a system) whereby expenditures are based on calculations

of income (revenue)? Will you be lacking in what you need (to spend)?
.... the \vay ruled
This is tiulxxllRxsHXJdlJXJdum princely men (kunja)~ the world

RlfmDXJ(jKIBUI'i.:m8OlXs_tmxPxmft* But in darif in virtue and bein

careful about laws to rectify matters, nothing is more stupid than,
not approaching (matters) of small advantage, ~~~careless in

what you do and promoting evils and corruption, and yet still saying

that you~ are not exploiting the people. In all the world

there was never any principle by which by being careless in handling

affairs (sa yu kiln'gu1~'i harm did not devolve on the people.

This is a situation that is true no matter how many twists and turns

(convolutions). (This is a situation wk that is like the fact that

funds}. (Note: At the

the Yellow river must end up floWing~t no mat~r how many twists

and turns it takes. manjb1 2'ilton~ ZJ:tfr'~.~ _l.

~~~ and abolish the evil

Expenses for envoys

present time the court does not provide for envoys ring to the~(~)
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p.69, 3:36a
districts of the

It »ax allows them to make their own requests of the/eight provinces,

so that the provincial governors, provincial army and navy commanders,

and magistrates see whether the conditions are good or bad and the

situation serious or xx not, and mHXkkKixxBKH in accordance with

their own will send off (funds, articles). There are no fixed quotas..
of goods (that are so shipped). All are hard labor and irregular taxes

that cut deeply into the fat (guts) of the sasses people, and the-transport labor of man and horse is distributed throughout the 8 areas.-
Not only are the evils great, but the matter is also wxtremely without

reason (unreasonable). We ought to have the appropriate ministry

p.70ot 3 :37a set a quota of materiel to be given and abolish all these evils.)(END NOTE)

(Next come regulations for providing clothing to envoys)

-next, provisions for trip expenses •••

3:37b Not to have official grants to envoys for what they need, but

r-to make them ask for it themselves from

\was a great deficiency in the statutes.

the protnnces, at the first

At the present time the

the envoys). (Note: At the present time the Ministry gives for a trip

bribery by the envoys attending the royal princes

___ all

and there was an increase

silver, paper, fans, and even leopard skins •••• The
It is said that
~ this way since the invasions

cloth, silk,

~ "\:OU:d
the

~ kinds of requests ~IR=:t:l:IIIlJIII_~Itor:af!:Kt:te~
tf/t

in the practice of

and powerful officials) Yet still there is no cessation of demands

(made on the provinces by envoys). The demands have become established

practice, so that there is no man who can stop them. If there are

those who plan to become wealthy by this means and the harm from-
these illegal and evil practices and the sullying of the morale of

the scholars has ~hd this point, then we ought to make clear-
prohibitions and completely abolish these evils.
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p.70, 3:38a (Note: In the past customarily what was demanded (by the envoys¥

XHXEKex~from the provinces) was paper, knives, and

fans, and that was all. But recently all evils have been extreme.- -
Perhaps what is requested by those without much power is not as

bad as in the past, but when it COmes to the requests of the powerful

officials, then all kinds of goods are transported. hat the provDncial

~ army and navy commanders take along in silver and cloth goes beyond

4-500 (yang?). Not only ~o they requests (these things)from the provinces;

they also request them from the capital military yamen. The generals

also secretly use military supplies to buy silver to transport,(also

like th::;:::'S for the wai-faO(ttl :o:ter tributaries?). This

is the reason why one trip as an envoy in most cases will make a wealthy

man(out of you), and the evils of takin bribes aQd sellin goods

when they get there (to their destingation) increases. gradually by-
the day.)(END NOTE)

it has became an established practice
Some might say that in the present ~ituation/that (envoys) make

demands and take bribes. The control of this is not something that we can-
resolve. Even if the court has fixed regulations for providing goods

(support) (to the envoys), the situation will not permit us to

mediate t by this means. How about that?

I say to thiS that the institutions and rocedures of the state

I ~re laws that ought to be put into practice ~or 10 000 generations.

How are they only something which is established for the present day?

But the envoys at present all plan for proxfit and take bribes. If.
it depends on us not to make a mistake ourselves, then as for ahem,

Manchu (barbarians)
even the~ would also know respect and fear, and there is..
definitely no reason to believe that they would seek a quarrel

with us and invade us if we prevented our envoys from (paying? seekin ?)

If it should happeud that
we have no choice but-Private bribes.

D
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p.70, 3:38a
\

3:38b ~

nv~l.9~~S
\I ~tV'"

V

to pay large bribes (to the Manchus), theen we ought to have the court

calculate revenue and make special provision (to the envoys for

this purpose). We cannot let them make demands themselves

on the eight provinces and by so doing melt the fat ofithe people,

and open up the gates of briber and throw the nation's laws into

confusion.

At the present time it is not only the envoys who make demands

(on the provinces for funds~). The state from time to time also

makes such demands. (Note: t present ~ the state has such matters

as construction and holding banquets etc., and customarily it

makes special reques ts for funds (kuch' ~ng;t{~). It also

makes these (special) requests during state weddings.)(END NarE)

The king is wealt he has the regular taxes of the whole

country. \~t is taken in in revenue is basically sufficient to

prOVide for all expenses. How is it proper to make special requests

of the outer areas (oeb~nt wai-fan). We cannot all other states to

hear that ~government makes ~ese (special) demands. If this is

)

, ,not eliminated there is no hope that we will be able to redtify the
xB¥ii practices (paj&Kg
DaxBXBdUXJ of~he o;ficials. The Spring and Autumn Annals writes

for him to ask
(than when the King of Heaven comes luwIl<kx for carts and gold mst ..

'? t be deeply guarded against. The~ Ilu-shih Chiian<iiJl 'Ovi'-t

illegal

says, II ~en those above like £omething, those below will deNinitely

? GUtfer for it."J:.~~~r';~t.l,). If the king Iwl

axxm~RKX makes (special) demands, those below will see this and

be influenced by (his behavior). The officials (taebu) will definitely

The scholars and( make demands in order to benefit their families.

common people will definitely make demands in order to bene!it themselves,

p.7l, 3:39a

and

and

they wont' shirk even from seizing (the property ~o~:;~)

killing the king and usurping the throne (Ch'ansi~'\;).

The rulers of old definitely illUminated the virtue,~ economy(frugality)

~"A -
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p.7l, 3:39a in guiding the officials. Each (official) had regular quotas in

accordance with the respect due him and his place (in the order--

literally, tung,hang , whether raised or lowered). The will of the

people was established and all were secure in their roles, and there

were no demands. The milita and punishment.s re at rest. But

~when the spirit of extravagance (luxury) first made a move there
was no check against it

:mItJDl:KllCOl:lXIIlBII~mi:lIUIlXIIitoIlXJlXIIllnlJlUl:xi';X,and it had to reach an extreme.

Bad official lost their virtue, the way Qf honesty and shame was lost,

favoritism and bribery grew by the day, and only when things sank into

crisis and defeat n --death of an empire) did they stop. When

you see what is written in the Spring and Autumn Annals, then you know

xHKt what the reason was for the decline and fall of the House of Chou.

Alas! Isn't there anybody ~ho Baa can explainm this to the king

and encograge his deep reflection on the way Klllxmxmtm8JTIEDRJDrriuDllKaJUi

~ cause a state in decline to rise and to restore a l

country fallen into confusion (bl1ngsoe pallan c~ Iito~~~~
All expenses of imperial envoys (Ch'OSa~~~~ on ~he route

will exclusively be turned over to the hostel towns (ch 'aDlp1tt,.t, ).
~ Abolish the evil ~hereby at present the various kun (dis~ricts) have to

end (fun~s) from distant places.

(Note: The present evils of the various adm. towns providing hostels
.. -----

(cham~~ ) cannot be described in wo s. We ought to have the adm. tORnS

on the direct route pay for and provide (hsttels). If there is an

empty hostel w±tk that is not located where the adm. town is, then have

\ nearby adm. towns take charge of it. Also d~signate permanently one

I tm.m, and do not morn: choose more than one, a nd also don I t move or change

it. With regard to all misc. items that can be prepared in advance,--
than prepare all of them in advance. As~ for the expenses involved in

entertaining (the envoys), all should be deducted from regular tax revenues.

If there are not enough runners (sahwan~~), then require the ~dle househol<

\~p
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p.71, J:J9a

/

, ~ ?E.
to perform labor service at the hostels (chamjom~ f~~) in addition

to their regular labor service, and deduct an equivalent amount from

their taxes.. If you still do not have enough (servants), then pay

wages and hire people (~pka kOin~~~calculate(what is •

needed) from the tax funds to be transported to the capital (ChOse)(/~~~
from the town where the hostel is located and do not transport it.

It is not only (travelling) guests, but at the present time

the official envoys of this country also customarilly allot (r~quisitians

punba~~f.) among the various adm. towns and ask to be put up
We

(at hostels). ~kix even more ought to ER reform and abolish tfuis

regulation.

When hiring people (for hostel service) the ~~r~egulation

:jgEmmmooixrtlll§m~ in cash. If transport (of merchandise) is required,

then make payment in acc~dance vdth the regulations for horse transport

(swaem~ll~. (Subnote' At the presant time the fee for horse

transport under the taddong system for every hostel (cham) is J tu
2 l/~ ,- -- .-..c__

of rice in a bumper crop year, f~in an average year, and~

for a crop disaster year, paid in cash••• )(END SUBNOTE) (END NOTE)
~ -

If you have already allotted more than enough clerks and slaves

for adm. towns along the direct route (of theM envoys), tkRM and if

you also construct additional hostels (chamjom) , then there should

be no need to hire people. If you're talking about an extreme sitaation

(emergency), then hire people. If there is not enough (p~le), then
r- also

there/would be nothing wrong with requiring labor service from the

, soldiers in the distri~~town and ~alculating (the amount of their

service) and reduce their duty (time). You cannot say that there---
are not enough servants (sahwan) and (use this as an excuse) for

r
distributing (service, tax) requirements (punba~~~) among the

various adm. towns. If you calculate (What is needed) and (take it)
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p.71, 3:39b

3:40a

from the taxes in the district town that are supposed to be transported

to the capital (chose), and keep it on hand, you definitely will have

no reason to have ±X shortages (of fQnds). If you are talking about

an extreme situation, then keep all of it on hand, or perhaps you could

also transport the taxes from adjacent adm. towns. You cannot use the

pretext that funds are insufficient to allot levies among the various

adm. towns.

Some might say that the expenses for putting up the imperial envoys

have been divided up and allotted among the various district towns for

a long time. If you make one adm. town responsible for it, x there is

fear that that one town will not have the resources to pay for it.

I say to this that all th ~oods taken in (for paying envoys' expenses?)
fIIO-.~W'" - CJ4-

are to be ~ national (tax, revenue) accounts. If you take

you take in 100 sok, then you deduct 100 sok. If you take in 1,000 sok

then you deduct 1,000 sok. If you anly talk about what comes in

(without talking about deductions from state revenues to pay for it),

it is just a pretext. What fear would there be that :tkexR (a single

town) would not have the resources (to pay for the envoys' expenses, if

the state provides for it out of gemTal revenues)?

Some might say that there is fear that there would not be enough

servants (xkwx sahwan). I say to this that in addition to clerks,
idle

slaves and ±OCKi households (hanho), you can also reduce taxes and hire
•

people to perform labor service iN at the hffitels. This is only- •
calculating what service is required (and not the ways to provide it),

and that is all (that this ob~ection amounts to). What fear would

there be that there would be an insuffuciency of people to act as

servants? People in adm. towns along the direct routes would be

exempted from other labor service, and these towns would have been

provided with more resources (than they needed). And they would be

allotted additional servants and slaves; and additional hostels

would have been established; and additional post-station personnel. The
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p.7l, 3:40a

3:40b

whole entourage of an imperial (royal) envoy is no more than 40-50 people.

Basically there is no reason why there would not be anough to pay the

expenses for entertaining them. How much less (would this be a problem)

if you retain the land taxes and take (from t he taxes of) neighboring

'towns (to pay for expenses):t:? fu What distant towns~ have to provide
(under the present tystem)is

for establishing hostels/MEMi~no more than a few peopte, but

!ble-bodied males are recruited to collect the various articles and it

takes anywhere from £~~ 2-3 to 5-6 days to transport them.
~- --

The magistrates abandon their business and there are uprisings (confusioN)

at the boundaries bet~en adm. districts;xi all the peo~le have labor

and expenses so that even the chickens and dogs ExxR are not left to

live in peace. The evil and harm done is so great that you can I t talk

enough about it. The duties of one man at a post station causes work for

100 men from distant districts, and still~~

«mtmgm~tRixit is not enough. 1 sak's worth of expenses

at the original hostel require 100 sak's worth of expenses in distant

area~, and still there is not enough. How much worse is it when in the
.-

interval corrupt KiRxk officials and clerks take advantage of the

situation to work their corruption; is this not only 1000 times (worse)?

That is why (providing) for 10 sak's worth of expenses at a hostel

(under my new system) is sufficient to do away with the ~ (taxing of)

the production of 1,000 men in distant adm. districts. And providing

for labor service of ten men (on the ~ spot where the hostel is

located) is sufficient to do away with the work of 10,000 people

in distant districts (under the present system). The state will then

deduct 100 sok~'s worth of expenses) from its tax revenues to provide

for the towns along the route, but it will not have to pay the

expenses for (the current levies on) a number of adm. towns that amoung

to 10,000 sak, and it will not have to require the labor service of 10,000
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p.7l, 3:40b

This reform

would also have

centralized

expenditures,

budgeting.

people from the various adm. towns (as under the present system where

both taxes and labor service requirements are spread around to various

towns). (If it were done this way), then wouldn't it be to our

advantage?

At the present time we abandon simplicity for what is bothersome, and

we discard what is easy and pursue what is difficult. Whenever we happen

to have an envoy, the~ we ~tfuRmpm~ cause all the people of the

country to overturn their families, destDoy their production, and

run around from East to W9st (one place to another), and we cause

all the official in the country to abandonR their tasks vacate their

jobs and (run about) in confusion over the roads. How is this the

way to do it? We should resolutely establish a (new) system and

pemmanently abolish these regulations and give exclusive responsibility

to the administrative to~m where the hostel (is loaated).

p.72,
~ lev

3:4'a Moreover, at the present time it is not only the traveeling guests

l
(kaeksal~~, but th~s country's envoys in their travels also

/' make distant administrative towns set up hosttels and levy a requirement
no different

of several people for each of them to be offered. This ~s even morel

child's play. It should be changed immediately. (Note: generally,

speaking prior to this every time there was one~ matter to be
,)

handled, either large or small, irrespective of (whather the towns

subjected to these levis$) were near or far, they ~mediately

d~stributed allotmBut. (among them), and this was because thectaedong

system was also not in operation.)(END NOTE)

I once saw the situation where hostels were set up (Ch'ulCh~~~~

in ChiP'YOng-hYOn~~~\). The allotments allocated to

chip'yong were one or tw~ able-bodied_males per family, and they also

collected from this hyon I H~ ox (Note: If it was an honest magistrate,

then he joined1Sitti
s
other magistrates (to sharex the burdens) and it

only cost them lox. If it was a dishonest magistrate, then they

than
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p.72, 3:41a

3:41b

coming
required I ox ¢Ng through and I ox goingi (lox when coming to the

hostel, and 1 ox when leaving the hostel). They also used this pretext

for other items as well.)(END NOTE), 3 or 4 roebucks (hornless deer~ ),

several hundred chickens, and 60-70 pheasants. And when it came to

chicken eggs, oil, honey, all kinds of fish products, all kinds of

vegetables, salt, beansauce, ~ll kinds of fruit, all kinds of rice and

noodles, and all kinds of utensils, even including miscellanesus items

such as straw pillMwx mats, dustpans, brooms, pots, cauldrons, large

and small gourds, irrespective of whether it was to be used temporarily

or not, all of it was provided from a broad (area) and loaded on

oxen and horses and transported for several hundred Ii. The amount of

(these things) was very great. Hhen it came to pigs, bedding, large and

tentssmall screens, cushoins and painted screens, etc., then ~en though

these things were provided by the magttrate considerable ~ numbers of

men and horses (were required to transport them). Also one could not

limit the food and materiel needed for the regular officials,

clerks, slaves, oxen, and horses. And in whipping and forcing payment
from all areas (throughout the district?)

of these thing$, EER nine of ten households cried (in pain). And

contradictions .at the hostel there were alspu~es over all klnes of matters, and

not even the smallest ~~A!'~~~aengSaN'~ •.::f l!..j
If the imperial inveoy happnened to stay in the capital for more

than a 10-day week, then he stayed as a guest at the hostel. The

men and horses (used for transport and service) could not stay there

for long. Those that came, returned, and again they had to levy

(additional ones) to take their place for the departure (return trip).

If there were not enough provisions and other goods, then again they

had to be levied to contimle (the) jo~rney. This is the reason why

none of the people could sit at rest and there were no worse evils

than these. The fact that corrupt officials and clerks took advantage

of the situation to work their corruption ±X was even NEXKR more

unspeakable.~.
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p.72, 3:4lb The dvils were like this, and yet what had to be provided for (suddenly?)
food for

was only/several able-bodied males per family for half a day's work,

and that xxx is all. If we make the towns on the direct ro~e provide

for these additional few people, then we wEill have to do no more than

provide for a slight increase in expenses and still have plenty left over.

(If we did so), how would we have such evils? (Note: In calculating

several sakIs worth of expenses.3:42a

the arduous labor required from 10,000 people of Chip'ong and the

misc. costs, it is not just (not less than?~ ) 1,000 sDk. If

we made the adm. towns along the direct route re~ponsIDble (for these

costs), then even though we provide for each thingx separately and

hire people for each matter, then it would not come to more than

would there be great difficulty
HOvl much less~ if we

combined the management of it and combined responsibilities. If we

eliminated the requirement of Chip'yong that they provide a hostel

~ but issued 50-60 sok of rice and collected in its place the land

tax of the towns~ on the direct route, then not only would the people

in the towns on the direct route be very happy, but the people of Chip'yong

would also be like released from a precarious situation. One can see on

the basis of this the advantages (of my method).) (END NOTE)

Every time (an envoy passes by) it is like this. Even though

one might stop by two or three times a year, it is like this every time.

This also means that they have to borrow ROR~ti~e to entertain (the

envoys) at the hostel, and they must first have the people of the town

go and make them. Even though they might be thatched roof dwellings,

to construct ~ guest areas in distant places means that the expenses

will be 100 times greater, and after the guest leaves it is abandoned,

and after beind abandoned, has to be used again. If the said district
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p.72, J:42a were given (complete) responsibility (for the envoys), and built

permanent quarters, then ho",,! would k you have this~ problem?

(Note: If you built a permanent tiled-roof dwelling, then not only

",,!ould do away with this problem forever, but it also would be

sufficient to improve? the vim'I? of the people along the road and provide

a secure stopping and resting (place) for travelers. This is the

reason why additional hostels ShORld be built.)(END NOTE) In only

take up this I (example), but (from this) you can understand (what

the si tuation is like) in other administrative towns. (Note: Even-
though in recent years the Sonhyech'ong has been providing for the

co#st of various items, yet it still has not solved the most serious

problems, and for this reason~~tE it still requires
- :> --.. ....

the assign~ent of (ad hoc) hostels (among the various districts). The

best thing would be to abolish (this system) directly). (END NOTE)

The evils of destroying resources and working the people (hard)
mentioned above are
/ xx like a petty matter (?). ~l the ancient states had officials

in charge of travelers (hsing-jen, haeng'in~ ~1j~t~!I'in chi

kwan ) \vho Ji took charge of the administration

of guests and regulated their going up and going down (through

the country, to and from the capital?), and the protocol for their

bo~ing and withd~aW~ng (in front of the king?)

sacrificial animals and ~ ). As for the J

and the quotas of-
royal envoys, then

even though the high officials supervised them, they xxx also all had

men who took charge of their affairs. Therefore they were able to

have perfect rites, like one (and unified?), and in matters, from beginning

$ cti.t.-.t~ end (it was like?) the, King of lueh,~uCh'onl!)~ ) '5 serving

of Wu(~ )(Hanhandaesaj~n. Kuch'~n, king of Yueh during the S and A period

who fought with the king of ~u and killed him, but was captured by his

son in battle. He didn't lose his will for victory, however, and

after waiting 20 years finally destroyed the kingdom of Wu.)
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p.72, 3:42b \.JithinX the four fiefs (SabOng\!l!~t ), they had the Ta..fu (taebu)

take charge of i~~HjixxxXXXXXXXX¥. And outside the four fiefs

they had Fan Li(~-fi. Merit Subject of YUeh during S & A period,

helped ChU Chien defeat the king of Wu, then abandoned his post and

went to Ch'i; later went to T' ao and became wealthy) take charge of it.

Of the two men, each took exclusive charge of hi what haa was able to

do, and within and without there were no mutual disturbances, therefore

they were able to establish it and accomplish their will.

to abandon their (regular) duties and gather round to welcome them,

the prime minister, the six ministries, and all officials D all have

exclusive charge of hostels.

Whenever there are guest envoys, then within (at the capital), the

At the present time on behalf of that type of service, the

state has not establis~n official to take charge of guests, and-has not settled on

and in the province, all the district magistrates and local officials,

clerks, slaves and all the people all have to abandon their tasks

and get tired running around. The spirit and labor of the whole

country is exlcusively taken up with this. There are are disputes and
How would they have

confusion anna people cannot open their eyes.~xkx¥HXRS spare time

for other thoughts ~~ about their official duties. This is a situation

where the state can be driven to ruin without waiting for a war to

occur. Even in an age where things in the world were most clear, this
:--

p.73, 3:43a still would not be the way to run a state. How much less so in these

times where we are ashamed and endure pain (suffering)? We ought

to establish this system right away and abolish forever the requirement

that various administrative towns provide for hostels (ChIU1Ch~~)

and entrust everything to the adm. townsax along the direct route

(that the envoys take). In the capital then appoint officials to

take charge of guests (Note: They can
be appointed as officials

to reeeive guests from af
ar, and can be selected from

among the chief
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p.73, 3:43a ministers to hold their posts concurrently.)(END NOTE) And the

reception of guests will all be entrusted to these men. If it is

like this, then they will manage the adm. towns along the route and

take exclusive charge of policy, and all the officials at court and all

the magistrates in the provinces will take charge of their own affairs.

How then could their be RiKpKXHK confusion?

~ight consider t t for this country to entertain the envoys

of the Son of Heaven it would require ana extremely large amount of

goods to be spent and that the sum would be extremely large.

If we happened to incur some unexpected matter (emergency), then

even though we pr~d:~ double and triple th~price (necessary)

it still would be difficul~ to expect that we would be able to buy

(all that we need). This is not to be compared with this country's

regular tribute offerings where in each case there is a
....

PU3:chasin~ ag.§D.t (chUin~J-.-) who provides in advance for the

purchase (and storage of goods). There has to be separate levies on

the people, for only by doing so can you be free of the fear that

you might be lacking in something.

The gold, si~k, and other items

3Y43b

reqUired whenev~r an imperial envoy arrives are not what the people

can produce (furnish). What the people can furnish is no more than

such things as fish, meat, vegetables and fruit. Even though there

might be an extremely unexpected (demands for goods for an envoy),

if the people have it and you pay a good price for it, what reason

could there be that it could not be obtained? (Note: If you say that

even though you pay a good price, you still will not be able to obtain

it, then there would be even less of a way to get it from the

people. As for (obtaining) such things as food and drink, you

ought to make those people provide them who can prOVide them ,and

that is all. If you make those people that are able provide them,

then you will always have enough food products laid by. If you must
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p. 73, 3 :43b
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demand from all the people who are in dire straits those things

that it is difficult for them to pmx provide in order to (satisfy)
if

the luxury demands for food for one day, then even/the son of Heaven

\vent around hunting, he definitely ~\' ould not be able to have it done

like this. How would this be the way to embody the intention of the

Son of Heaven to pacify the 10,000 regions~, and XXBaX (how would

this be) the way to treat the king1s man (envoy) \Vith courtesy? How

much more so in the case of an imperial envoy when before this the payments

required to entertain him were really not much, but the officials

pointed to and used the pretext of old precedents and threatened

the people in order to extract all kinds of goods ffomthem, all of

which reverted to those in the middle (middlemen) and were spent

uselessly?)(END NOTE)

Change the procedure by which old and new officials (magistrates)

in the provinces have to welcome off (envo ). Abolis~e

present regulation in this country for (providing) men and horses.

When the magis t rates. garrison """""'nders (c;:'njang~~). ~ation.
officials (kYOgWan~~ ). post-station official s (ch'albang~lb )
go to their posts and leave their posts, also in all cases have them

posts,

office

my section on

category of men without

post-stations. The p lower people (petty

See

officials) in a given area will each prepare the ceremony within the

boundary (of his district) and go out to welcome or send off (officials)
3

but they cannot cross the boundary. Only/clerks and slaves will go

all the way to the capital to either 1
we come or send off (an

official).
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(Subnote: For people in the countryside, perhaps we could eliminate
~-lhen

the court departure (ceremony)ulIX going to their post,~DXJqsX;U;

or
~ when they leave their post they can return straight to their homes

nd thus BitBBxxBK be met at their homes when being welcomed or being

sent off.)(END SUBNOTE) With regard to greeting or sending off

people at the capital, the subordinate (petty officials required to

do this) Hi for the tosa and uhu will be the same as for the magis trate

(that is, 3 men). There will be 4 men

army arl navy commanders, and 2 men for

kyogwan, and ch'albang (subnote••• ) If the quota is exceeded the

(guilty) will be indicted for breaking the law, and the chief officials

in the area will also be dealt with seriously.)(END NOTE)

The (officialx's) family belongs will all be transport by

privately mKHBB (hired) men (and privately owned) horses. Just

calculate the itinerary and provide trip expenses. When an official

is going to his post, then pay him for a trip from the capital.

(Note: For those in the countryside, then (pay them) from their place

of residence and deduct (the payment) from regular official funds.)(END NOTE)

When (an official) is leaving (his post) then provide him

(with funds) from his district town. (Note: Deduct these costs also

from the regular funds in the adm. town. The petty officials m in

that town will also go to the border (of the district) in e£ther

meeting or sending off (an off ial).)(END Ncr E)

Travel expenses (nObi~ every 100 1i (Note: If it is

not a full 100 li, donlt mention it. If it is more than 100 li
treat the extra amount

but less than 200 li,~ the same as for 100 li, and copy t~s

(above provision).)(END NOTE) for a puyun, and tohobusa, 30 5u of rice;

for a pusa and kunsu, 25 tUj for ~hblly~ng and p1angwan, 20 tu; for a

kunsiing (~\.~ ) and hybnsilng( r,~ ), 15 tu. (Note: In all
paymel~'[l be t "'"

cases/2/3~ in cash and 1/3 in rice. For those who want all cash,
(going to)

you may also allow it. If XX he is~ a distant place and it is
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difficult to provide for all costs from the capital, then calculate
sub

(the costs to) an administrative town midway along the route. (Note;
to

As for example/Pyongyang or Hamhung in the northwest). Funds can

be given him by a customs stations (pass), after which the pass

can deduct it (from its costs?).

The provincial governor, army and navy garrison commanders, kyogwan

and ch'albang will all be allowed to take their families. If their

tenure of office is for a long time, then in accordance with thiS

regulation then (provide) 30 tu for (transporting) family belongings
25

for the governor and provo army and navy commanders, 28 tu for the

ch'omsa, 20 tu for the kyogwan and manho, and 15 tu for the chlalbang.)(END NOTE:

At the present time the evil Dnvolved in meeting and sending

off (officials) is too great to describe in words. The requisitions of

men and horses, the running about along the roads, bringin rice and food

for over a 1000 li, and even plates and all kinds of utensils all

have to be loaded on horses and kept for entertaining the travelers

at guest areas, and the offerings of banquest all make the situation one
To

that definitely cannot be done. ~ blame people for what definitely

cannot be done and regard thiS as appropriate has become the
is because we

custom of thiS country. This/only reljKx on the situation between
(right to give orders?)

superiors and inferiod, and doesnot give a thought to the suffering

of Heaven's people. This is why when one official has to be welcomed

or sent off, I don't know how much destruction it causes to the livelihood

of the people. (Note: When men porters and horses go along, it cannot

be predicted in advance whether they will stay in the capital a

short time or be delayed, and there might be difficult expenses

for a host of things while staying the capital. Therefore it is

necessary to provide a large amount of funds to take enough (men and

horses?) along. If collections are made from the people, then perhaps it

will be as much as several plil of cloth per ky~l. If you use the example
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of the one hy~n of Hnngd~k, then there are not a full 1,000 households,

but in 9 years the magistrate has been changed 10 times, and in addition

to the necessary expenses (taxes) on the people's land to provide

for horse transportation payments came to over 700 tong (of cloth)
but

it is said.~ &x the expense to the people is like this amd the

court is still careless aboug it; tkBHXRSXmax this is the standard
This is because

situation. /If it is not right before one's eyes, then customarilj it

is easy to talk about , but there is no deep investigation of the

facts.){END NOTE)

I hear that in China when (an official) goes to a post in the

provinces he takes draft horses along with him, but he uses his

private horses and private men to transport his family belongings.

The people in the administrative town (to which he is going) only

go out to meet him or send him off at the district boundary, it is said.

It is done according to what is reasonable and is the most appropriate

(way of doing it). {Note: Some might say that household property basically

ought to be transported by means of private men and horses, and that

if the magistrates completely use the post-stations~stem (for

tranpportation when they are transferred to posts), then the

post stations will have difficult in paying expenses. Except for the

most distant border region, with regard to all other magistrates, then

each of their RBmB district towns should set a quota of transport horses;

1 riding horse and 2-3 draft horses, and the costs should be paid tiy

deducting them from regular funds, and no further requirements should

be put on the people If it is done like this,xthen how about it?

I say to this that if (you want) to use people and horses

from the official's district, then you also have to include in this

payments mfor the coastal route. In this situation, in the end

you will have a gradual increase ( f
o costs) d

,an 6.1 en though
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you hae a law stipulating fixed official costs (for paying travel

expenses), it will be difficult to carry out. The harm suffered

by the people and clerks will be no different from what (prevails)

today. The best thing is simply to use the post-station system.

The p~t stations are basically for (transportation) along the roads,
with regard to

but/the establishment of horse-lands to prOVide expenses,~x

we also ought to EBH~ calculate it in order to prOVide

suI£ rior (funds). HOH about calculating it and setting it as follows?

(Nubnote: If we determine that half the costs from moving to one town

to another should be given to each of the post-stations, then

won't there be more than enough (to provide for costs)?)(END SUBNOTE)

If one part (10~?) is used to entertain one trip and two parts

(20%?) is used to entertain 2 trips, then what difference is bhere?

Generally speaking whether (expenses are based on) the

administrative town or the post-station, it's all a question of the

people's strength. If you look at it from the official standpoint,

then the facts are the same, but if you loom at it from one

standpoint xsa as opposed to another, then there is a great difference

in the aonvemaience and advantages (accruing from my plan as opposed

to the alternate one).)(END NOTE)

The sealed (letter of) particulars of Cho Chung_hOng(~1Il.~
suuUx \.,hen he returned to Kmxea the East (Korea) said: liThe

appointment of officials to posts in this country is all sp sloppily

done. We take them from the East to fill (posts) in the Hest; we

give them a post in the morning and change it in the evening, and

even before they have warmed their seat they have destroyed the

ledgers and robbed property (resources), and they fall into the tricks

of the corrupt people. \~enever new officials are welcomed or old

ones are sent off, men and horses are assigned (to aid them) and

have to hurry and go off for over a 1000 li which destroys the production
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This is also an evil that does not exist in Chi~en thougb

officials in China have to go (to a post) over 10,000 li away they

use their own horses and people to » transport their families. Not for even

1 small horse or person (other than their own) is~~ the official

resources bothered. And that is why this evil does not extend to the people,
regular

and the people k all have constant production. Moreover Xi the newly

appointed officials do not collect (service, funds--for transportation )
so that

from the people, %BaR rapid transfers are possible, but itK~ is

necessary on the day that they are due to go to first submit a

memorial (to the throne) about their dismissal (departure). For

an official coming from a distant place, if you? borrow at monthly

interest (to obtain funds for his expenses?) and keep it to wait

for the new official's arrival, then when he returns to his home,

he sells his land and servants to repay the monthly loan, but his

family is reported destroyed(?). Every year the number of officials

dismissed does not stop at one or two men, but the number of men

who have to come and great one official is not just 100 men, so that

the number of men who lose their jobs in the space of a year comes

to several hundred men. Could one say that this should not be changed

because it is a small matter?

I also refer to the fact that there is basically no difficUlty

in changing the law x and establishing (a new) system, it is just

that the above people have never carried it out; this is what is
if

difficult. But/definitely there is no choice tiHmtMemmqtmR~¥ but

to continue the present swaema(Ji11~ :exgra levy for horse transport),

then we ought to set a quota. (Note: The quota of horses (to transport)

family effects of magistrates of the sixth rank, according to the

law code (taej6n) is 20 horses for a ~ or chu (mag.») 17 for a

Tohobu, and 15 for a kun or lower. The number of men retainers

should be determined in accordance with this regulation for horses.


